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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.11.

Highlight of Version 6.3.11
Workflow Folio now includes the ability to set permanent booking attributes but not change the traveller
name
SAM - SMS Management, now includes the ability to 'Send more' from existing batches
Workforce Reporting - Deactivating and transferring old users scheduled reports

More
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
Improvements

1. Workforce Report SRF105 Breathalyser has been enhanced to include the employee number.

2. An improvement has been made to SAM & Workflow to include the users personal mobile number in the personal tab.

3. An improvement has been made to the SAM | Bookings page where all mandatory fields have an asterisk visible prior to failing an attempt.

4. The SAM Multisector inline editing feature has been enhanced to show the new times of each individual sector which has been changed.

5. Improved SAM Transport No Shows page to include the link to Profiles VCard. This enables users to quickly review profiles bookings to identify
any same day bookings requiring cancellation. [#26919] [#26606]

6. Workforce Report SRF271 Contractor Onsite Man has been enhanced to include an additional “/of” criteria so that users can see ‘gender’.
[#26894]

7. Workflow Role descriptions have been updated to ensure that they are aligned with recent changes and updates to role functionality. [#26507]

8. Workforce Report SRF276 Locker Allocation has been updated to include an "/of" section so that people can identify lockers that are still
assigned to inactive profiles in SAM. [#26797]

Workflow Folio now includes the ability to set permanent booking attributes but not change the traveller name
Workflow has been enhanced so that Folio users have the ability to edit the ‘Site Details’ and not the traveller details via
the new parameter “FolioEnableTravellerEdit”.
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SAM - SMS Management, now includes the ability to 'Send more' from existing batches
SAM Users are now able to send additional SMS messages to a new list of people within an existing SMS manifest while
excluding the people that have already received the message.
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Workforce Reporting - Deactivating and transferring old users scheduled reports
Users now have the ability to transfer scheduled reports to one another when deactivating another user in Workforce
Reporting.
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9. Workforce Report SRF330 Demobilisation Candidate has been enhanced to include the ability to see early departures. [#26708]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue in SAM where room types that had “autopickroom” set 'N' were able to select a room with via "Automatically select rooms based

on room type" and unable to lock the room if there were no existing bookings. [#27171]

2. Fixed an issue in SAM and Workflow where the master transport type was not being set when rescheduling transport to master multi sector
transport. [#26928]

3. Fixed an issue where cloned documents were unable to be processed by the final approver. [#27106]

4. Fixed an issue in Workflow where running multiple Folio itinerary reports infrequently resulted in an error message. [#27001]

5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF316: Workflow KPI Detail where the transport detail was duplicated for all requests. [#27009]
[#27069]

6. Fixed an issue where SAM profile group master dropdown fields were unable to be changed. [#27018]

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF164 Room Availability where the totals would inconsistently present the correct values.

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF242 Arrival Sign In Sheet was not returning data. [#27024]

9. Fixed an issue within the SAM profile creation process where the frequent flyer field was read only.

10. Fixed an issue in ACA where vacate cleans were not being postponed when a person has extended their booking. [#26877]

11. Fixed an issue where a room owners booking split into a different every evening of their swing. [#26916]
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